3 Day Incentive Programme

Tel Aviv Highlights
Tel-Aviv

Tel Aviv is Israel's most fun city! A city with a young population, full of trendy bars and restaurants, museums and art exhibitions, amazing beaches and a wild nightlife. Enjoy the skyscrapers, greens parks and historical Jaffa that is a part of Tel Aviv.

Tel Aviv has its unique style in everything – explore the city from early morning to dawn, then watch the sunrise in the city that never sleeps.
Day 1
Tel-Aviv
Day 1

- 9:00 – Jaffa
- 10:00 – Bike Tour
- 12:00 – Tasting tour at Carmel Market
- 14:00 – Neve Tzedek, White City, Rothschild Boulevard

- Hotel in Tel-Aviv
Day 2
Jerusalem & The Dead Sea
Day 2

- **Morning**
  - 08:30 - departure from the hotel for Kalia Beach.
  - 10:00 - Kalia Beach – enjoying the floating experience.
  - 12:00 - departing for Jerusalem.
  - 13:00 - lunch at Bulghourji restaurant in Jerusalem.
  - 14:30 - touring the Old City.

- **Evening**
  - Hotel in Jerusalem
Day 3
Caesarea- Haifa- Acre
Day 2

- 08:00 - departing the hotel for Caesarea.
- 09:00 - touring Caesarea.
- 12:30 - falafel lunch.
- 14:00 - touring Acre.
- 16:30 - driving back to Tel Aviv.
Thank you!
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